
preparing for Sea turtle conservation in kefalonia

things to do before you arrive
Inform credit card companies that card will be used in Greece

Confirm travel/transportation

Check expiration dates on passport, other forms of ID, credit cards etc.

Obtain health insurance documentation and travel insurance information

things to have accessible while traveling
Keep with you important phone numbers: a family member, your bank card's 
emergency number (in case lost or stolen), and your embassy's number in Greece.

Trip itinerary, vaccination/health documents, travel documents required by airlines (PLF etc.)

Refillable water bottle

Mobile phone

packing list
Here are a few things you should pack; bolded items are required

clothes
Swim suit

Sneakers/ trainers

Beach sandals

Shorts

Black or dark clothing for beaches at night time (helps avoid disturbing turtles on beach at night)

Socks

Loose trousers (mosquitoes /cold)

Short sleeve Shirts

Long sleeve shirts (sun-protection/cold)

Underwear

Light jacket/ sweater

Rain jacket

Cycling/Athletic shorts

toiletries
Deodorant

Shampoo

Bath soap

Nail clippers

Razors and shaving cream

Tooth brush and tooth paste

Floss

Comb/hair brush

Ear buds/ cotton swab/ Q-tips

Females- feminine hygiene 
products

pre-departure preparations
Here are a few things you need to do or consider before leaving for Kefalonia



Brita

drinking water in kefalonia

accommodation

If you’d like to explore other parts of the island like Lixouri or Argostoli all you need to do 
is catch the ferry from town center (Argostoli or Lixouri) and it will take you into the other 
city. This ferry runs roughly every 30 minutes and takes about 30 minutes to get  from one end 
to the other. The cost is 2.80 euros per ride.

ferry between Lixouri and argostoli

Each volunteer will share a communal living space and a room. The accommodation
will have basic furnishings inside with a communal cooking area. 

Cookware and crockery will also be provided. Each volunteer will have 
their own bed (top or bottom bunk bed), but will be sharing a room with other volunteers. 

While the days can be pretty hot, the nights are sometimes chilly. We provide a pillow, pillow case, 
fitted bed sheet (bottom sheet) and a light top sheet, but you will need to have a light sleeping bag.

miscellaneous
Alarm clock

Mosquito Net

Medications

Sleeping Bag*

Waterproof phone case/bag

Towel (beach and/or shower)

Bug repellent (Jungle Formula)

Sun cream and After sun

Sun-hat and sun glasses

Water bottle with filter

Red light Head Torch

Europe plug adaptors

money

extras
Camera

Snorkel Gear

Music and mini-speakers

Spare batteries

Notebook, pen or pencil(data recording)

Clothes pegs

Small rucksack or backpack

Waterproof bag for phone or camera

Extension lead

Greek dictionary

Ear plugs

Bite cream

Water shoes (sea urchins)

Mini fan

Credit/debit and travel cards are all accepted in most shops. Travel cards are quite 
popular as you can top them up prior to arrival or even while in Greece through 

apps etc. Carrying travel cards may also be a lot safer as if lost are not connected 
to your main bank account unlike a bank card.

The water in Kefalonia is potable, meaning it is safe to drink. However, it does
have a high content of minerals (i.e. limescale), especially in Lixouri. Many prefer to 
purchase bottled water or fill up at the natural spring that is on the way to one of 
the nesting beaches. The water is by no means contaminated. The bottled water
 here is relatively inexpensive (2 euros for a 6 pack of 1.5 litre bottles), however it
 can become burdensome to purchase bottled water and why not reduce your 

carbon footprint? Just get a water bottle with a filter already in it! 

*Sleeping bags can be rented for 10 euros per two-week period. Request one upon your arrival to the Field Station.


